Artifact Photos
Fotos de los Artefactos

Bench, Str. 154.

Chultun, Str. 165

Metate, Str. 330

FS 326, Pachuca Obsidian

Unit 229, Wall and stucco floor.

Stelae, Ref. Point 588
Stelae, Ref. Point 589

FS 1138, Redware Bowl from Unit 72

FS 5150, Clay Stamp

FS 349, Copper Bells

FS 3064, Chert arrow points, Unit 198.

FS 3016, Marine shell ornament, Unit 169.

Fishing Weights from various contexts.

FS 368 Fine Orange
Unit 149 Chert Bifaces

Cilvituk, Incensario collected by E. Wylys Andrews IV